Musical Musings

RESOURCES ABOUT MUSIC AND MUSICIANS

Fiction

- The Yellow Bird Sings by Jennifer Boscher
- Utopia Avenue by David Mitchell
- Fame Adjacent by Sarah Skilton
- A Song for a New Day by Sarah Packer
- That Old Country Music by Kevin Barry
- Your Favorite Band Cannot Save You by Scott Moore
- The Weight of a Piano by Chris Cander
- The Orphan's Song by Lauren Kate
- Beautiful Music by Michael Zadoorian
Non-Fiction

- Memphis Mayhem
- A Sound Mind
- Black Diamond Queens
- Nobody Ever Asked Me About the Girls
- The Meaning of Soul

Movies

- Beats
- How to Build a Girl
- The High Note
- Bluebird
- Hip Hop
- Amazing Grace
- The Cuban
- Echo in the Canyon
- A Star Is Born
- Bohemian Rhapsody